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Simple Summary: Despite the impressive progress in the treatment of triple-negative breast cancer
(TNBC), oncologists still face several provocative clinical scenarios in daily practice where clear evidence-based recommendations are lacking, and expert opinion is of utmost importance. In an attempt to seek guidance for these controversial topics in TNBC management, a consensus recommendations session for TNBC was held during the 12th round of the Breast-Gynaecological & Immuno-oncology International Cancer Conference (BGICC) Egypt, 2020. This special session convened a multidisciplinary committee of 35 panellists who specialize in breast cancer care from 13
countries. The consensus covered all the aspects of TNBC management starting from defining TNBC
to the management of metastatic disease and highlighted the rapidly evolving landscape in this
field. Consensus was reached in 70% of the statements (35/50). In addition, areas of warranted research were identified to guide future prospective clinical trials.
Abstract: Background: The management of patients with triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is challenging with several controversies and unmet needs. During the 12th Breast-Gynaecological & Immuno-oncology International Cancer Conference (BGICC) Egypt, 2020, a panel of 35 breast cancer
experts from 13 countries voted on consensus guidelines for the clinical management of TNBC. The
consensus was subsequently updated based on the most recent data evolved lately. Methods: A consensus conference approach adapted from the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) was
utilized. The panellists voted anonymously on each question, and a consensus was achieved when
≥75% of voters selected an answer. The final consensus was later circulated to the panellists for
critical revision of important intellectual content. Results and conclusion: These recommendations
represent the available clinical evidence and expert opinion when evidence is scarce. The percentage
of the consensus votes, levels of evidence and grades of recommendation are presented for each
statement. The consensus covered all the aspects of TNBC management starting from defining
TNBC to the management of metastatic disease and highlighted the rapidly evolving landscape in
this field. Consensus was reached in 70% of the statements (35/50). In addition, areas of warranted
research were identified to guide future prospective clinical trials.
Keywords: triple-negative breast cancer; consensus; immunotherapy; BRCA mutations; platinum
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1. Introduction
Despite the impressive progress in the treatment of triple-negative breast cancer
(TNBC), oncologists still face several provocative clinical scenarios in daily practice where
clear evidence-based recommendations are lacking. Expert opinion is of utmost importance for guiding management in these controversial situations. In addition, not all
countries have equal access to therapeutic and diagnostic resources. In an attempt to seek
guidance for these controversial topics in TNBC management, a consensus recommendations session for TNBC was held during the 12th round of the Breast-Gynaecological &
Immuno-oncology International Cancer Conference (BGICC) Egypt, January 2020, with
over 3500 participants. This special session convened a multidisciplinary committee of 35
panellists who specialize in breast cancer care (medical, surgical and radiation oncology,
pathology and radiology) from 13 countries. The objective of this consensus process was
to establish clinical recommendations for selected decisions and treatment sequencing to
manage patients with TNBC, distinguishing appropriate approaches for routine standard
of care, versus those where knowledge gaps warrant additional evidence, which may direct the design of future clinical trials.
2. Materials and Methods
The recommendation statements within the task force were evaluated through a consensus conference approach adapted from the American Society of Clinical Oncology
(ASCO) [1], in which the questions and statements were proposed by a steering group
and then reviewed and adapted by the whole panel before the BGICC meeting. During
the consensus meeting, the panellists (Table 1) were presented a written case and then
voted anonymously on multiple-choice statements to select what each thought to be the
best management decision. A consensus was defined a priori as ≥75% of voters indicating
concordance on a given answer. The panellists were asked to vote (1) yes, if they agreed
with the addressed statements; (2) no, if they disagreed with the statement; (3) other options, in some questions; (4) abstain, if they had either insufficient expertise with the specific statement or had a conflict of interest that could influence their vote. The consensus
agreement or disagreement rate was calculated without including the abstaining votes in
the denominator, in order to avoid affecting the overall rates in questions with mutually
exclusive choices. Discussions and comments of the panellists were documented to be
considered in the results. Later after this meeting, updated data for some immunotherapy
studies in TNBC were presented at the 2020 ASCO, European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) and San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium (SABCS), reflecting the rapid
dynamics in this field, where relevant statements were developed, revised by the panel
and voted upon through emails. The final consensus manuscript was later circulated to
the panel members for critical revision of important intellectual content.
Table 1. List of panellists (Alphabetical).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Aapro M.
Abdel Azim H.
Abdel Aziz H.
Abdel Karim K.
Abulkhair O.
Al-Sukhun S.
Anderson B.O.
Arun B.
Balch C.M.
Conte P.
ElGhazaly H.
ElMahdy M.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

El Saghir N.S.
El-Zawahry H.M.
Foheidi M.
Frolova M.
Ghosn M.
Giuliano A.E.
Gligorov J.
Guarneri V.
Gulluoglu B.M.
Kandil A.
Leung J.W.T.
Orecchia R.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Paltuev R.M.
Penault-Llorca F.
Perez E.A.
Poortmans P.
Rugo H.S.
Sabry M.
Shehata M.A.
Shenawi M.
Swain S.M.
Yang W.
Yip C.H.
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Recommendation statements were developed based on the current literature using a
modified GRADE (Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluations) methodology. When necessary, expert opinion supplemented the evidence [2] (Table 2). The quality of evidence underlying each recommendation statement was categorized from I to V. Levels of evidence were assigned to studies based on the methodological
quality of their design, validity and applicability to patient care [2] (Table 3).
Table 2. Grades of Recommendation.
Grade Recommendation

Grades of Recommendation

A

Strongly recommended

Strong evidence for efficacy with a substantial clinical benefit.

B

Generally recommended

Strong or moderate evidence for efficacy but with a limited clinical
benefit.

C

Optional

Insufficient evidence for efficacy or benefit does not outweigh the
risk or the disadvantages (adverse events, costs, etc.).

D

Generally, not recommended

Moderate evidence against efficacy or for adverse outcome.

E

Never recommended

Strong evidence against efficacy or for adverse outcome.

Table 3. Levels of evidence.
Level

Levels of Evidence

I

Evidence from at least one large randomized, controlled trial of good methodological
quality (low potential for bias) or meta-analyses of well-conducted randomized trials
without heterogeneity.

II

Small, randomized trials or large randomized trials with suspicion of bias (lower methodological quality) or meta-analyses of such trials or of trials with demonstrated heterogeneity.

III

Prospective cohort studies.

IV

Retrospective cohort studies or case–control studies.

V

Studies without a control group, case reports, expert opinions.

3. Results
The results of the voting, levels of evidence and grades of recommendation are presented for the consensus statements. Topics which had a voting percentage of 75% or more
were considered as "consensus reached". The consensus was reached in 70% of the statements (35/50). In addition, areas of future research were identified to guide future prospective clinical trials. The discussion on each of the voting topics and the evidence behind
are presented in the following section.
4. Discussion
4.1. Definition of TNBC and Pathology Evaluation
4.1.1. TNBC Definition
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a heterogeneous breast cancer (BC) subtype
that lacks the expression of oestrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) and
also does not overexpress or show gene amplification of the human epidermal receptor 2
(HER2) oncogene [3]. However, in the literature, there is variability in the threshold for
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defining ER, PR negativity, including ≤10%, ≤5% or <1% of tumour cells that express hormonal receptors [4,5]. For this statement, 85.5% of panellists accepted the threshold for ER and
PR negativity at <1%. This vote was supported by the updated American Society of Clinical Oncology/College of American Pathologists (ASCO/CAP) guidelines [6]. Nevertheless, the panel completely acknowledged the growing body of evidence, which strongly suggests several biological similarities between TNBC and HER2− tumours with low ER positivity (1–10%).
4.1.2. HER2 Negative (HER2−) and ER/PR Expression 1–10%
Estrogen receptor low-positive tumours (ERLP), defined as 1–10% ER positivity by
immunohisto-chemistry (IHC), are relatively uncommon, accounting for 2–6% of all BCs
[7,8]. Although the updated ASCO/CAP 2020 guidelines [6] still consider these tumours
as ER-positive tumours, they recommended classifying them differently as ERLP. Emerging data strongly suggest that patients with ERLP tumours do not significantly benefit
from adjuvant endocrine therapy [9] and have worse overall survival compared to those
with ≥10% ER-positive tumours [10–12]. A study including 3055 patients from MD Anderson Cancer Center demonstrated that among stage II–III patients with ER ≥10% tumours, but not those with ER 1–9%, adjuvant endocrine therapy was significantly associated with longer time to recurrence (Hazard Ratio (HR) = 0.24, p < 0.001 versus (vs) HR =
0.88, p = 0.67 in ER 1–9%) and overall survival (OS) (HR = 0.32, p < 0.001 vs. HR = 0.65, p =
0.25 in ER 1–9%) [9]. Importantly ERLP and TNBC share several biological features, including aggressive natural history, dominance of basal-like intrinsic subtype, high pathological complete response (pCR) rate to neo-adjuvant chemotherapy and poor prognosis
[8,10–12]. Moreover, the incidence of BRCA1/2 mutations in patients with ERLP tumours
is comparable to that encountered in TNBC patients [13].
The omission of endocrine therapy in this group of patients, so that they are managed
similarly as TNBC patients, is still controversial. It is also unclear whether it is a required
therapy in the adjuvant setting, metastatic setting, or both. In light of this evidence, the
threshold for hormone receptor positivity that predicts the benefit of endocrine therapy
has been questioned [14]. In 2015, St. Gallen Consensus reported that ER expression between 1–9% was considered equivocal and that endocrine therapy alone cannot be relied
upon as adequate treatment for these patients [15]. Given the controversy about the benefit of
endocrine therapy and the limited available data for ERLP, the panel highlighted that separate
studies for this peculiar subgroup are warranted. However, although it is recommended to consider
BC with HER2− and ER/PR expression between 1 and 10% as hormone-sensitive, 61.5% of the
panel agreed that these tumours would be treated clinically as TNBC, being not eligible to receive
endocrine therapy as a monotherapy. The rest of the panel opted for keeping ERLP tumours not
“non-eligible” for endocrine therapy. However, no consensus was reached in this context and the
panel members believed that endocrine therapy has no significant benefit in this subgroup and
should not be considered a sole requirement in management. Moreover, in the 2021 St. Gallen
Consensus, there was still no clear recommendation regarding the appropriate threshold to recommend endocrine therapy [16].
4.1.3. Germline BRCA Mutation Testing in Early TNBC Patients
A meta-analysis including 46,870 BC patients concluded that patients with germline
BRCA1 (gBRCA1) mutations were 3- and 9-fold more likely to have TNBC compared to
gBRCA2 carriers and non-carriers, respectively [17]. On the other hand, the prevalence of
gBRCA mutations in TNBC patients varies according to selection criteria. A study including 2733 young BC patients (<40 years) showed a 24% prevalence rate of gBRCA mutations
among TNBC patients (136/558) [18]. Another study including 802 TNBC patients without
a family history of breast or ovarian cancer showed that the prevalence of gBRCA mutations was 16% [19]. Overall, data from the literature indicate that 9–32% of unselected
TNBCs were gBRCA mutation carriers [20]. This was in line with the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for genetic/familial high-risk assessment
(version 2, 2021), which recommended gBRCA testing for TNBC patients diagnosed at age
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≤60 years irrespective of familial background and for BC patients diagnosed at any age with a
strong family history [21]. Regarding which TNBC patients are to be tested for gBRCA mutations
at initial diagnosis of early BC in order to offer genetic counselling and risk-reduction measures,
67% of the panel believed that testing should be routinely performed for early TNBC patients either
diagnosed at age ≤60 years or those of any age with a strong family history. However, 33% of the
panel agreed that testing should be requested for all patients with TNBC.
4.1.4. Androgen Receptor (AR) Immunohistochemistry (IHC) Reporting in TNBC
Although many research studies investigated different androgen receptor (AR) inhibitors in the treatment of AR+ metastatic TNBC (mTNBC), such therapeutic strategies
still show only modest clinical outcomes [22–24]. In 2011, Lehmann et al. [25] subcategorized TNBC into six subtypes, including the luminal androgen receptor (LAR) subtype,
which is characterized by the overexpression of AR and its downstream effects. It is reported that AR is overexpressed in 10–41% of TNBCs [25,26]. However, the clinical and
prognostic value of AR expression is still controversial [27], whereas few phase II studies
have evaluated the clinical value of AR blockade in AR+ mTNBC, showing modest results
[28]. Results from ongoing studies evaluating different AR blocking agents in early and
mTNBC are still awaited [29,30]. Those studies used 10% as a cut off for AR positivity by
IHC, although this is an area for further research. After discussion, 77% of the panel endorsed
that AR testing can not guide treatment decision at the time being, pending the presence of mature
data for the efficacy and safety of AR blockade in AR+ TNBC. The panel believed that it should be
reported for research purposes only.
4.1.5. Tumour-Infiltrating Lymphocytes (TILs) Reporting in TNBC
The prognostic value of tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) in TNBCs has been
well documented in numerous clinical studies in different settings [31–33]. A pooled data
analysis has recently confirmed the correlation between TILs and disease-free and overall
survival [34]. A high infiltration by TILs was also predictive of response in patients with
early TNBC treated with neo-adjuvant therapy (NAT) [35,36], being correlated with better
pCR [37]. However, no trials discussed the impact of TILs on guiding the treatment decision until now, which is a reflection that there is still a need for more evidence to support
its predictive value and impact on the clinical decision. There was a split voting regarding
the importance of reporting TILs. Forty-four percent of the panel believed that reporting TILs
should be restricted to research purposes only, albeit 34% of the panellists agreed on the routine
reporting of TILs for its prognostic value. A minority of the panel (22%) felt that routine reporting
of TILs may help the clinicians in decisions related to escalating or de-escalating chemotherapy
regimens during the neo/adjuvant or metastatic setting. The overall conclusion was still not in
favour of the routine use of TILs due to a lack of solid evidence. This is also consistent with the
2021 St. Gallen Consensus [16].
4.1.6. TILs Evaluation in Tumour Pathology Samples
In early studies, TILs reported on tumour pathology samples were split into two
types: (1) lymphocytes, which are in direct contact with malignant cells and are referred
to as intra-tumoural TILs, and (2) those located within the tumour stroma yet not in direct
contact with malignant cells, referred to as stromal TILs [38]. Reporting intra-tumoural
TILs can be challenging as they are not as abundant as stromal TILs and less reproducible
on H&E stained slides, so it would seem more feasible to report TILs according to their
presence in the tumour stroma [39]. In 2014, the International TILs Working Group published a recommendation in order to unify the methods of assessment of TILs and explore
their clinical relevance, which endorsed using stromal TILs for standard reporting [39].
More recent studies evaluating TILs in TNBC before/after NAT showed that both stromal
and intra-tumoural TILs are predictive of pCR, though the presence of stromal TILs
seemed to be more significant [40,41].
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When addressing this topic, 48% of the panellists voted for stromal TILs, and 52% of
the panellists voted for the importance of reporting both stromal and intra-tumoural TILs.
The panel felt that more data are required to come out with a final conclusion regarding
the clinical impact of reporting TILs in TNBC and to be prioritized in future research.
4.1.7. Reporting of Ki-67 in TNBC
Ki-67 is a nuclear protein whose expression has been proposed to be a measure for
quantification of cell proliferation in BC [42]. The role of Ki-67 is well established in guiding treatment decisions in luminal BC (although poor inter-pathology validation obscures
cross-institutional validity), whereas its role in TNBC is so far poorly defined [43,44]. In a
meta-analysis including 7716 early TNBC patients, high Ki-67 expression was significantly associated with poor disease-free survival (DFS) (HR = 1.7, 95% CI = 1.45–2.07) and
poor OS (HR = 1.6, 95% CI = 1.27–2.14) [45]. Moreover, another study, including 800 early
TNBC patients, suggested that Ki-67 is a nearly independent prognostic and predictive
factor for both DFS and OS [46]. This study also suggested that Ki-67 cut-off at 30% may
help classify TNBC into two subtypes with different responses and prognosis. In this
study, TNBC patients with high Ki-67 showed OS improvement with adjuvant chemotherapy, whereas OS was not improved among TNBC patients with low Ki67. The benefit
of adjuvant treatment in TNBC patients with stage I and low Ki-67 was not clear. Based on
these data, there was a split among the panel about the role of Ki-67 in TNBC. Thirty six percent
of the experts agreed that Ki-67 should not be reported in routine practice as it will not guide
treatment tailoring, while 34% advised for Ki-67 reporting in TNBC cases for research purposes
only and another 30% believed that it might have a role in guiding treatment decisions acknowledging that high Ki-67 expression correlates with lower survival. After discussion, the panel came
to an agreement confirming that currently, Ki-67 had no pivotal role yet in standard practice in
TNBC (in contrast to luminal BC [43]), while there is room for more research in this area.
4.1.8. Retesting Hormonal and HER2 Receptors in Residual Tumours after Neo-Adjuvant Therapy
The BIG-NABCG 2015 [47] recommended retesting hormonal and HER2 receptors
status in the residual tumour after NAT in TNBC, pointing to the causes of discordance.
In addition, a recently published meta-analysis strongly supported this approach [48]. In
this meta-analysis, the rate of conversion of ER-negative to positive was 18.4%, and HER2negative to -positive was 2.4%. Tumours with hormone receptors negative and converted
to positive tend to achieve better DFS (HR = 0.83) and OS (HR = 0.67), compared to tumours that did not gain the receptors’ positivity. Several hypotheses explained these receptors’ switch, including discordances between core needle biopsy and surgically excised samples, intra-tumour heterogeneity and selective killing of sensitive cancer cells,
leaving the more resistant strains. With these available data, 75% of the panellists agreed to
repeat hormonal and HER2 receptors assessment after NAT in TNBC. The panel believes that any
positivity or overexpression needs to be assessed to avoid missing any opportunity for endocrine or
anti-HER2 therapy in the adjuvant setting.
4.1.9. Anti-HER2 Targeted Therapy in HER2 Switch-to-Positive after Neo-Adjuvant
Therapy
There was a consensus (92.6%) to offer anti-HER2 therapy in the case of switch of HER2
receptor from negative to overexpressed after NAT. The panel felt that this is an appropriate approach, despite the lack of strong evidence to support this decision.
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4.2. Loco-Regional Treatment for TNBC
4.2.1. Mastectomy Versus Conservative Surgery for Early TNBC Cases (cT1−2 N0)
There are conflicting data regarding the impact of TNBC biology on loco-regional
recurrence (LRR). Some retrospective studies showed higher LRR rates after breast conservative surgery (BCS), while others did not [49–51]. A study based on the Surveillance,
Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database analysed outcomes of BCS compared to
mastectomy in a cohort of 14,910 patients diagnosed with T1−2 N0 M0 TNBC (2010–2014).
There was a significant survival benefit favoring breast-conserving therapy (BCT) vs. mastectomy, regardless of whether this latter was with radiation therapy or not. The 5-year
OS were 88.6%, 83% and 79.6% for BCT, mastectomy only and mastectomy followed by
radiation therapy, respectively [52]. A meta-analysis by Wang et al. [53] concluded that
BCT could be more beneficial in terms of ipsilateral LRR and distant metastasis to patients
with stage I–II TNBC compared to mastectomy, owing to the contribution of the postoperative radiation therapy. Of note, the TNBC subtype increased the risks of both ipsilateral
LRR (Relative Risk (RR) = 1.88) and distant metastasis (RR = 2.12) compared to non-TNBC
subtypes [53]. There was a 100% consensus amongst the panellists to reject mastectomy as the
preferred option over BCS in these early cases based upon the TNBC subtype only.
4.2.2. Surgical Options for gBRCA1/2 Mutant Early TNBC (Ipsilateral)
Evidence about the oncological safety of BCS among gBRCA mutation carriers comes
mainly from retrospective studies, and available data are conflicting [54,55]. Compared to
mastectomy, an increased risk for recurrence in gBRCA mutation carriers has been observed in patients treated with BCS [56]. A recent meta-analysis had demonstrated that
ipsilateral BC recurrence rates in gBRCA mutation carriers, at 15 years, were higher in the
BCS group than in the mastectomy group (23% vs. 6.4%, respectively). However, the 15year OS was comparable (83.6% vs. 83.2%, respectively) [57]. At the present time, skinsparing mastectomy is widely recommended for patients with early-stage BC as it can
achieve a radical cure while resolving important cosmetic issues [58]. Patient preference
remains an important factor to be considered, although available data suggest that many
gBRCA mutation carriers, at least in western countries, may prefer to undergo bilateral
mastectomies [59]. In the case of gBRCA1/2 mutant early TNBC, 57% of the panel agreed that
the preferred surgical option for the affected breast is mastectomy/skin-sparing mastectomy, while
29% believed that there is no preference for a specific type of surgery and 14% voted for conservative surgery. This challenging split of votes, especially in the absence of randomized controlled
trials that directly compare BCS vs. mastectomy in gBRCA mutation carriers, steered the panel to
consider the patient’s preference in this concern. This was in line with the latest hereditary BC
management guideline [60].
4.2.3. Risk-Reduction Contra-Lateral Mastectomy for gBRCA1/2 Mutant Early TNBC
A Dutch multi-center prospective study involving around 6000 invasive BC patients
showed that the 10-year cumulative risk of developing contra-lateral BC was 21%, 10.8%
and 5% for gBRCA1, gBRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers respectively [61]. These
results highlighted the need for risk reduction measures for the contra-lateral breast in
gBRCA mutation carriers. While limited retrospective studies evaluated the clinical value
of risk-reducing contra-lateral mastectomy in early BC patients with gBRCA1/2 mutation,
showing controversial results [62–64], there is only one prospective study examining its
benefit in TNBC patients with gBRCA mutation, which included a limited number of patients [18]. This study showed that contra-lateral prophylactic mastectomy conferred no
survival benefit for gBRCA mutation carriers. Based on the current evidence, 69% of the panel
advised offering contra-lateral mastectomy as a risk reduction method and 31% opted against it. In
addition, the panel highlighted the fact that such an intervention should depend on the patients'
age, stage, preference and risk of developing contra-lateral BC, rather than doctor's recommendation solely.
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4.2.4. Postoperative Radiation Therapy Indication after Mastectomy for pT1−2 N0 TNBC
Only a few studies have addressed the clinical value of adding post-mastectomy radiation therapy (PMRT) for pT1−2 N0 TNBC, and the available evidence is still controversial. Some retrospective studies showed that PMRT improved DFS compared to mastectomy alone in pT1−2 N1 cases only, but not in "N0", while others deemed that PMRT improved outcomes also in pT1−2 N0 disease [49,65–69]. The largest study so far that evaluated PMRT in patients with "N0" TNBC demonstrated an OS benefit for T3 disease patients, but not for those with T1−2; however, the use of PMRT was low in the T1−2 group
[65]. In a meta-analysis evaluating the value of postoperative radiation therapy in 5500
patients with TNBC, BCT and PMRT were compared to mastectomy alone. Postoperative
radiation therapy was associated with a significantly lower risk of LRR, irrespective of the
type of surgery, but with no OS benefit, except in late-stage disease (≥T3/≥N2) [67]. Accumulating evidence suggests that T1−2 N0 TNBC is a heterogeneous population involving
some subgroups that may benefit from radiation therapy [68,70,71]. Lympho-vascular invasion (LVI) was shown to be associated with a higher risk for LRR after mastectomy in
T1−T2 N0 TNBC treated without PMRT, with a 5 and 10-year LRR rate of 18.2% and >30%,
respectively, and was also a predictor of worse DFS [70]. Therefore, in an attempt to upscale
the level of local control, which normally would not be offered to these early stages in other less
aggressive biological BC subtypes, the panel was asked about the role of adding PMRT for pT1−2
N0 TNBC. A consensus was reached by the panel (91.6%) to reject that TNBC biology per se as
an absolute indication for postoperative radiation therapy after mastectomy in these early stages.
The panel pointed out that the decision to add PMRT to mastectomy in pT1−2 N0 TNBC should
incorporate other risk factors for LRR, such as LVI and grade.
4.2.5. Hypo-Fractionation Radiation Therapy Regimens for TNBC
It is still unclear whether the standard fractionation and hypo-fractionation (HF) regimens have similar effects in all BC subtypes. The American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) 2018 guidelines for whole breast irradiation (WBI) recommended that the
decision to offer HF may be independent of hormone and HER2 receptor status [72]. The
Ontario Clinical Oncology Group (OCOG) study showed no statistically significant difference in local recurrence between HF and conventional regimen in basal tumours (HR =
1.27, 95% CI = 0.21–7.58) [73]. This study found that the histological subtype was not predictive for response to HF regimen, suggesting that it can be safe in TNBC. An obvious
caveat was the limited number of TNBC patients in this study, and the lack of outcomes
reporting according to molecular subtypes in START trials, which makes it challenging to
conclude results. Almost half of the panel (47%) abstained from responding to this question,
which reflects the limited evidence on this matter. However, 87% of the panel agreed that HF could
be used for TNBC cases, (15% voted for HF in early stages, 13% for advanced stages that need
comprehensive nodal irradiation and 59% for both); 13% refused to offer HF for TNBC. While this
topic requires more evidence, we cannot deny the value of HF in having good local tumour control
with comparable long-term survival and safety outcomes as stated by START trials.
4.2.6. Radiation Therapy Boost for TNBC after Lumpectomy
At the time when clinical studies and guidelines were adapting boost doses to tumour bed after lumpectomy, the concept of tumour biology was still evolving, which has
led to a knowledge gap in the value of boost doses according to tumour biology. As such,
the benefit of tumour bed boost in TNBC specifically is yet to be well defined. However,
one could speculate that adding a boost to tumour bed after WBI may provide an additional benefit in reducing the risk of local relapse [74]. The reason for this additional benefit is the fact that TNBC, which often occurs in young women with high-grade tumours,
are more likely to have residual disease after lumpectomy [75], and it is well known that
a radiation boost had the largest proportional benefit in patients younger than 50 years
and those with high-grade tumours [76]. Accordingly, 58% of the panellists agreed, while 42%
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declined to offer tumour bed boost to all cases of TNBC after BCS. This was a challenging vote with
no consensus; however, voters in favour of this approach based their opinion on the observational
data showing a higher incidence of LRR in TNBC tumours, which may necessitate further local
treatment control measures.
4.2.7. Regional Nodal Irradiation after Upfront Surgery for pT1−3 N0 TNBC
Data are still evolving and lack robust evidence to confirm a favourable impact of
postoperative regional nodal irradiation (RNI) on loco-regional control or survival in patients with pT1−3 N0 TNBC. The panel reached a consensus of 86% that RNI in these patients
should not be recommended based solely on TNBC biology. The panel discussed the fact that it is
mandatory to consider other poor prognostic features including LVI and high-grade when suggesting such an indication.
4.2.8. Regional Nodal Irradiation after Mastectomy for pN1 (1–3 + LNs) TNBC
The value of RNI in BC is quite clear and is recommended by numerous guidelines
for BC with four or more positive LNs [21,77]. However, indicating RNI after mastectomy
for pN1 (1–3 + LNs) BC is still controversial. The ASTRO 2016 guidelines [78] did not recommend RNI for 1–3+ LNs involvement as an absolute indication. However, they specified the chest wall and supraclavicular-axillary apical nodes as a minimum mandatory
target volume in current practice for these cases. The only study that reported the outcomes based on the receptor status was the MA.20 trial [79], which showed significant
improvement in 10 year DFS rates in the RNI arm vs. control (76% vs. 62%, HR = 0.56, 95%
CI = 0.39–0.81) and 10-year OS rates (81% vs. 74%, HR = 0.69, 95% CI= 0.47–1) respectively,
in the ER− tumours. However, the benefit of this treatment option was not addressed for
TNBC specifically but was significant for ER− tumours, which represented 25% of the
whole cohort (230 patients). Based on the proposed higher LRR with TNBC biology and the
needed evidence in this area, 76% of the panellists preferred including regional lymph nodes in
radiation therapy fields for TNBC with 1–3 LNs involvement.
4.2.9. Axillary LN Dissection Versus Observation in TNBC Patients with Z-0011 Criteria
(cT1−2N0, BCS and 1–2 + SLNB)
The Z-0011 study investigated the benefit of axillary LN dissection (ALND) vs. observation in patients with cT1–2 tumours and positive 1−2 sentinel lymph nodes (SLN),
demonstrating that 10 year OS for the observational arm was non-inferior to the ALND
arm [80]. However, this study had some limitations, including the lack of reporting of the
HER2 status and the exclusion of patients who received NAT. Based on this evidence, 31%
of the panellists voted to keep patients with TNBC with the Z-0011 criteria under observation,
while 46% of the panellists voted for ALND in these patients, keeping with the observational data
of higher regional recurrences seen with TNBC tumours, along with the under-presentation (15%)
of ER/PR− population in the Z-0011 study. Nevertheless, 23% voted for axillary radiation for these
patients, stating that the tangential radiation fields used in this study delivered a considerable dose
to the axilla, but not as high as delivering a full axillary planned dose.
4.2.10. Reconstruction Timing after Breast Surgery for TNBC
A study by Morrow et al. assessed the outcomes for patients who underwent delayed
vs. immediate breast reconstruction for BC [81]. They reported that both approaches had
comparable survival and local recurrence rates. Another prospective study looked at 1806
patients who underwent immediate vs. 151 patients who underwent delayed reconstruction and reported that the delayed approach had less incidence of complications (Odds
Ratio (OR) = 0.38, p < 0.001); however, patients and surgeons were still in favour of immediate reconstruction [82]. Although compelling data are pointing to higher LRR rates in TNBC
vs. non-TNBC, in the absence of clinical evidence, cancer recurrence seems to develop independently of the type of the reconstruction procedure. Based on the available evidence, 68% of the
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panellists had no specific preference on either approach, while 18% and 14% voted for immediate
and delayed reconstruction, respectively, as accepted approaches.
4.3. Neo-Adjuvant Therapy (NAT) for TNBC
4.3.1. Neo-Adjuvant Therapy for Early-Stage TNBC (cT2–3 N0–1)
While the use of NAT for locally advanced stages is the standard of care, it is increasingly being considered for early BC [83], with its impact on long-term outcomes being
controversial. The main aims of NAT are to reduce the extent of surgery in the breast
and/or axilla, to attain the good prognostic impact of pCR and to guide the adjuvant therapy according to response. Besides allowing for more breast tissue conservative surgery,
NAT may offer to omit the formal axillary dissection in patients with limited axillary tumour burden (cN1) who showed a clinical complete response from applying strict technical standards [83]. Additionally, data showed that achieving a pCR is associated with
better DFS and OS in TNBC [84–86]. Unfortunately, this occurs in approximately one-third
of patients with TNBC treated with neo-adjuvant chemotherapy (pCR range 17–53%),
while the majority with non-pCR are correlated to poorer outcomes [86,87]. Recently the
CREATE-X trial showed a survival benefit for using capecitabine as adjuvant therapy for
TNBC patients who do not achieve pCR. This, in turn, would add more value to use NAT,
as it may guide tailoring the adjuvant therapy based on response [88]. The majority of the
panellists (93%) supported the use of NAT for cT2–3 N0 TNBC, regardless of the planned surgery
type. This agreement to offer NAT was based on the ability to downstage the tumor, the prognostic
value of pCR, the ability to de-escalate the surgical approach and adjuvant therapy, and the window
it provides for research. On the other hand, in the case of early TNBC cases with N1 disease (cT2–
3, N1), all the panellists (100%) outweighed the value of NAT as well.
4.3.2. Number of Cycles in The Neo-Adjuvant Setting for TNBC
The ideal number of cycles in the neo-adjuvant setting is still controversial. In reallife clinical practice, it may be argued that there should not be a limit to the number of
cycles but rather to be guided by the maximum response of the tumour. Imaging is advised
midway through the NAT to assess response and to exclude progressive disease [83]. Seventy-six
percent of the panellists voted for 6–8 cycles, which is still aligned with most of the reported study
designs, whereas 24% of the voters preferred to choose a more 'dynamic' approach where the number of cycles would be guided by the toxicity and maximum tumour response achieved before referral to surgery.
4.3.3. Neo-Adjuvant Regimen of Choice for TNBC
In the seminal meta-analysis (CTNeoBC), an anthracycline and taxane-based NAT
were associated with pCR in 34% of TNBC patients, with a significant association between
the achievement of pCR and event-free survival (EFS) [84]. Since then, anthracycline and
taxane-based therapy have been considered the mainstay in the neo-adjuvant setting for
TNBC in all subsequent trials [89,90]. To improve the pCR further, the “phase II” CALGB
40603 trial reported significantly higher pCR rates with carboplatin plus paclitaxel in
TNBC patients, at a pCR rate of 54% vs. 41% with paclitaxel alone [91]. Similar results
were reported by the "phase II" GeparSixto [92], and "phase III" BrighTNess studies [93],
where pCR rates were 53% vs. 37% and 58% vs. 31% with platinum-containing vs. nonplatinum NAT regimens, respectively. However, it is important to note that none of these
studies reported a significant OS benefit, partly due to the small sample size. Nevertheless, the GeparSixto trial exceptionally showed a statistically significant improvement in
3-year DFS with the addition of carboplatin (86% vs. 76%, HR = 0.5). A recent meta-analysis confirmed that platinum-based therapy was associated with significant improvement
in pCR vs. non-platinum-based therapy (40% vs. 27%, OR = 1.75, 95% CI = 1.36–2.62) [94].
As expected, the beneficial effect of carboplatin was associated with increased haemato-
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logical toxicity [91,92]. Based on the previous data, 77.6% of the panellists voted for anthracycline/taxane/platinum as the preferred regimen in the neo-adjuvant setting for TNBC, and 22.4%
voted for anthracycline /taxane only. However, the panel stated that the final verdict regarding
adding platinum in this context still needs well-designed studies, with long term follow-up. Moreover, they proposed that adding platinum to a taxane in the NAT is especially preferred in patients
with stage II–III TNBC, and if suboptimal tumour response was achieved following anthracyclines.
However, 86% of the panellists declined de-escalating the neo-adjuvant chemotherapy in TNBC by
offering a short, anthracycline-free, taxane/platinum regimen only, for early responders (responseadapted approach, ADAPT-TN trial [95]), while 14% may consider this approach in low-risk patients.
4.3.4. Platinum-Containing NAT for TNBC According to BRCA Status
Only few studies analysed the impact of including platinum-based NAT on clinical
outcomes according to BRCA status in TNBC [96]. Among the gBRCA mutation carriers
in the CALGB 40603 study, the pCR rate was not further impacted by the addition of carboplatin [91,97]. In the GeparSixto trial, carboplatin significantly increased pCR and DFS
for the whole cohort of TNBC; however, in the gBRCA mutant subgroup, adding carboplatin did not improve pCR nor DFS [92]. In the BrighTNess trial, which included 634
TNBC patients (15% had gBRCA mutations) the addition of carboplatin to standard NAT
(12 weekly paclitaxel followed by four cycles doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide (AC))
significantly improved pCR compared to standard chemotherapy alone (58% vs. 31%, respectively). Importantly, the magnitude of pCR benefit with the addition of carboplatin
was more seen in patients with BRCA wild type (wBRCA) (59% vs. 29%), rather than those
with gBRCA mutation (50% vs. 41%). A third arm in this study included patients who
received Veliparib (a poly-adenosine diphosphate-ribose polymerase inhibitor (PARP inhibitor)) in addition to carboplatin and paclitaxel, did not significantly improve the pCR
rate over the combination of carboplatin and paclitaxel in patients with gBRCA mutation
(57% vs. 50%, respectively) [93].
Whether the addition of neo-adjuvant platinum is preferentially more beneficial in
patients with gBRCA mutation compared to those with wBRCA was addressed by a recent
meta-analysis, suggesting that the addition of platinum did not significantly improve the
pCR rate in TNBC patients with gBRCA mutation vs. those with wBRCA (p = 0.08) [96].
Due to the lack of high-quality evidence, the panel did not reach a conclusion regarding adding
platinum in the NAT based on BRCA status. In TNBC with gBRCA mutation, 69.2% of the panellists preferred platinum incorporation in NAT, while in wBRCA TNBC, 66.6% opted against its
use. The final answer of the exact role of neo-adjuvant platinum in patients with TNBC will probably be provided by the PEARLY trial, which is a large (n = 840 patients) ongoing phase III trial
aiming to compare four AC followed by four taxanes with or without carboplatin (AUC 5). Patients
in this study are stratified according to BRCA status. The primary objective is 5-year event-free
survival, and data are expected to be presented in 2023 [98].
4.3.5. Immunotherapy in The Neo-Adjuvant Setting in Early TNBC
The recent phase III, Keynote 552 study included 1200 patients with early-stage
TNBC who were randomized to receive chemotherapy (12 weekly paclitaxel/carboplatin
followed by four cycles anthracycline/cyclophosphamide) +/− Pembrolizumab in the neoadjuvant phase. After definitive surgery, patients received Pembrolizumab or placebo for
nine cycles or until recurrence or unacceptable toxicity (adjuvant phase). After a median
follow-up of 15.5 months, the addition of Pembrolizumab in NAT significantly increased
the pCR rate (64.8% vs. 51.2%) with a trend for favourable EFS with just 9% of the events
recorded [99]. It should be noted that the KEYNOTE 522 is the only neo-adjuvant trial for
TNBC powered for EFS. IMpassion031 [100] is a smaller randomized phase III trial that
included 333 patients with early-stage TNBC. Patients were randomized to receive chemotherapy (12 weekly nab-paclitaxel followed by four cycles AC) +/− Atezolizumab. Atezolizumab was continued after surgery to complete one year of therapy. Atezolizumab
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was associated with a significant increase in pCR (57.6% vs. 41.1%, p = 0.004). For both
studies, the improvement in pCR was seen regardless of PD-L1 status and was greater in
patients with node-positive disease, though immune-related toxicities remain of significant concern in those patients with potentially curable disease and longer-term survival
results should be awaited. On the other hand, Atezolizumab, when added to neo-adjuvant
chemotherapy (nab-paclitaxel/carboplatin), failed to increase pCR in the NeoTRIP trial
[101]. The panel did not reach a consensus regarding the incorporation of Pembrolizumab or Atezolizumab in the neo-adjuvant setting. Seventy-two percent of the panellists stated that these
agents should not be used off-label in the neo-adjuvang setting, as there are no mature data yet.
However, 28% of the panellists favored its use in high-risk early-TNBC patients.
4.4. Adjuvant Therapy for TNBC
4.4.1. Adjuvant Treatment in the Absence/Presence of pCR after NAT (Anthracycline/Taxane) in TNBC
Patients with TNBC with residual disease following neo-adjuvant anthracycline/taxane have a relapse rate of more than 40% at 5 years [84]. The open-labelled, randomized
controlled trial "CREATE-X" evaluated the role of adjuvant capecitabine among Her2−
patients who had residual invasive carcinoma after NAT. The DFS was significantly
higher in the capecitabine vs. control group (69.8% vs. 56%, respectively, HR = 0.58). Of
note, the benefit was most evident in the TNBC subgroup (30% of the cohort), where the
5-year DFS was 70% vs. 56% with capecitabine vs. control, respectively. In addition, the
OS was significantly improved (78.8% vs. 70.3%, respectively, HR = 0.52, 95% CI = 0.30–
0.90) [88]. The caveat of this study was that the data for TNBC were from a subgroup
analysis. Still, whether adjuvant capecitabine in this context is better than adjuvant platinum-based chemotherapy remains an intriguing question. The EA 1131 (NTC02445391)
[102] is an ongoing randomized phase III trial comparing four cycles of platinum (cisplatin
or carboplatin) vs. six cycles of capecitabine as adjuvant therapy in TNBC patients with
postoperative residual disease (≥10 mm invasive disease) following NAT. Residual disease should be of basal-like subtype as determined by PAM50 assay prior to randomization. The estimated study completion date is May 2024. A consensus was reached by the panel
(85%) recommending adjuvant capecitabine for 6–8 cycles in case of absence of pCR following neoadjuvant anthracycline and taxane regimen. On the other hand, in the case of the presence of pCR
after NAT, a consensus agreement (93%) was reached accepting that no further adjuvant therapy
is needed.
4.4.2. Adjuvant Chemotherapy after Upfront Surgery in pT1a–b N0 TNBC
A prospective study included 363 patients with T1a–b N0 TNBC had illustrated the
favourable natural history of these small tumours. It showed that without chemotherapy,
the 5-year breast cancer-specific survival (BCSS), DFS, and OS were 95%, 93% and 94%,
respectively, for T1a N0 tumours, and 95%, 90% and 91% for T1b N0 tumours, respectively
[103]. This was confirmed by a recent SEER database analysis of more than 9000 stage I,
TNBC patients. Patients with T1a–b N0 who received chemotherapy did not show significantly better BCSS or OS than those who did not receive it. While patients who received
chemotherapy with poorly differentiated tumours had better BCSS (HR = 0.68, 95% CI =
0.52–0.88) and OS (HR = 0.54, 95% CI= 0.44–0.66) compared to patients who did not receive it [104]. Notably, a recent meta-analysis (2020), demonstrated a significant benefit of
adjuvant chemotherapy among patients with T1b disease (RR = 0.62, 95% CI= 0.42–0.92),
but not for patients with T1a disease (RR = 0.64, 95% CI = 0.31–1.33) [105]. Given the good
prognosis, the majority (88%) of the panel accepted omitting adjuvant therapy for pT1a N0 TNBC,
while 12% preferred offering adjuvant chemotherapy in these cases. On the other hand, 97% of the
panel opted for adjuvant chemotherapy for pT1b N0 TNBC.
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4.4.3. Adjuvant Regimen after Upfront Surgery for Stages I–III TNBC
The benefit of adding taxanes to anthracyclines in the adjuvant treatment of BC is
well-established [106,107]. In patients with node-positive disease, the addition of taxanes
in the CALGB 9344/INT1048 study [106] showed a 17% reduction in the risk of recurrence,
with an improvement in 5-year DFS and OS from 65% to 70% and 77% to 80%, respectively. On the other hand, incorporating platinum agents in the adjuvant treatment of
TNBC is controversial. Interestingly, a recent phase III “Pattern study” [108] had randomized 647 patients with early TNBC (74% were node-negative) to either paclitaxel-carboplatin or cyclophosphamide, epirubicin and fluorouracil followed by docetaxel, postoperatively. The 5-year DFS was statistically significantly higher in the carboplatin group
(86.5% vs. 80.3%; HR = 0.65; 95% CI = 0.44–0.96; p = 0.03); however, no statistical difference
in OS. The panel reached a consensus (80%) regarding the preferred adjuvant chemotherapy regimen for stage I TNBC after upfront surgery being anthracyclines/taxanes for six cycles. Regarding
adjuvant treatment for stage II–III TNBC after upfront surgery, 61% of the panel recommended
6–8 cycles of anthracyclines/taxanes and 39% favored the benefit of adding platinum to this regimen.
4.4.4. Dose-Dense Doxorubicin and Cyclophosphamide Followed by Paclitaxel (AC-T) in
The Adjuvant Setting of TNBC
The Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group (EBCTCG) meta-analysis
compared bi-weekly vs. standard 3-weekly schedules, including 15,512 BC patients with
a median follow-up of 7.4 years [109]. Dose-dense regimens were associated with a significant 4.4% absolute reduction in recurrence (p < 0.0001) and 2.9% reduction in 10-year BC
mortality (p = 0.0004). Notably, the proportional recurrence reductions were similar for
patients with positive 1–3 LNs, ≥4 LNs and appeared to be similar in node-negative disease also. The routine use of prophylactic G-CSF, allowed delivery of dose-dense regimens without any significant increase in short-term and long-term morbidity or mortality.
Based on these data, the majority (88%) of the panel endorsed the beneficial effect of dose-dense
regimens in TNBC. However, in the light of lack of prospective studies focusing on the long-term
benefit of this regimen in TNBC, the panel was split on its individualized indication in the adjuvant
setting for TNBC. Fifty-one percent of the panel advocated the dose-dense AC-T for patients at high
risk of recurrence, while 37% expanded its indication for all TNBC cases who will receive chemotherapy, and 12% did not recommend it owing to its expected toxicity. Figure 1 depicts the treatment algorithm proposed for primary systemic therapy for early TNBC.
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Figure 1. Primary systemic therapy algorithm for early TNBC.

4.5. The Metastatic Setting for TNBC
4.5.1. Tissue Biopsy and Biomarkers Evaluation in TNBC Cases Developing Metastasis
Retesting for ER, PR and HER2 are recommended to account for possible discordance
between the primary and secondary tumours that may reach 13% for ER− to ER+, 16% for
PR− to PR+ and 4.6% for HER2− to HER2+, as shown by the pooled analysis of two prospective studies [110]. Testing for PD-L1 and gBRCA mutations is considered in order to
select patient candidates for immunotherapy and PARP inhibitors, respectively, if these
agents are available. The panel reached a consensus (95%) supporting tissue biopsy if TNBC case
had developed metastasis to evaluate these tissue biomarkers that may guide further therapy.
4.5.2. Chemotherapy after Complete Resection of Isolated Loco-Regional Recurrence in
Non-Metastatic TNBC
The CALOR trial [111] enrolled 162 patients (58 patients with ER− isolated LRR) to
be randomized to receive chemotherapy or not, after complete resection. In the ER− subgroup, DFS was substantially improved in the chemotherapy arm (10-year DFS = 70% vs.
34% with chemotherapy vs. not, respectively; HR = 0.29, 95% CI = 0.13–0.67). The choice
of chemotherapy was left to the discretion of treating physicians, based on prior exposure
and toxicity, where the majority of patients received poly-chemotherapy. After complete
resection of isolated LRR in non-metastatic TNBC, the majority of the panel (85%) recommended
“pseudo-adjuvant” chemotherapy for 3–6 months.
4.5.3. Categorization of Metastatic TNBC (mTNBC)
Although chemotherapy has been the main treatment station for mTNBC for a long
time, this practice has changed recently with the advent of immunotherapy for patients
with PD-L1+ tumours, and with the results of PARP inhibitors for patients with gBRCA
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mutation. The majority (89%) of the panellists agreed that mTNBC is a heterogeneous disease and
should be categorized as: (1) PD-L1+ mTNBC; (2) gBRCA mutant mTNBC; (3) PD-L1−/wBRCA
mTNBC or no testing done.
4.5.4. First-Line Therapy for PD-L1+, Unresectable, Locally Advanced/mTNBC
In 2019, the FDA granted accelerated approval to Atezolizumab in combination with
nab-paclitaxel for patients with unresectable locally advanced/mTNBC, expressing PD-L1
≥1%, as determined by Ventana SP142 IHC assay [112]. This was based on the IMpassion130 study [113] showing significant efficacy results driven by the PD-L1+ population
in patients with recurrence of disease at least 12 months from their last therapy in the
early-stage setting. This study was a phase III study, randomized 902 patients with untreated locally advanced/mTNBC to nab-paclitaxel with Atezolizumab or placebo. After
median follow up of 12.9 months, in the intention-to-treat analysis (ITT), the median progression-free survival (PFS) was 7.2 months with Atezolizumab vs. 5.5 months with placebo (HR = 0.80, 95% CI= 0.69–0.92, p = 0.002). Among patients with PD-L1+ tumours (41%
of the ITT population), the median PFS was 7.5 months and 5.0 months, respectively (HR
= 0.62, p < 0.001). In the 2nd interim OS analysis [114], no statistical significance was
demonstrated in ITT patients. Importantly, treatment-related grade 3 or higher adverse
effects were higher in Atezolizumab vs. placebo arm (40% vs. 30%). The final survival
analysis presented at ESMO 2020 demonstrated a clinically meaningful absolute survival
improvement of 7.5 months in the PD-L1+ population, translating into 3-year OS rates of
36% vs. 22% (HR = 0.67, 95% CI = 0.53–0.86), which was not tested statistically due to the
hierarchical statistical design of the study [115].
The IMpassion131 trial was presented also at the ESMO 2020 [116]. In this study, patients with mTNBC were randomized to receive paclitaxel with or without Atezolizumab
as first-line therapy. In this study, there was no benefit from the addition of Atezolizumab
even in the PD-L1+ population. The difference in results of the two Atezolizumab studies
is puzzling and should not be ignored. The only explanation to date is the difference in
chemotherapeutic partner, although the results from KEYNOTE 355 [117] suggest otherwise.
KEYNOTE 355 results were presented in ASCO 2020, leading to the accelerated approval of Pembrolizumab in combination with chemotherapy (paclitaxel, nab-paclitaxel,
or gemcitabine/carboplatin) for previously untreated patients with locally recurrent unresectable or mTNBC whose tumours express PD-L1 (combined positive score [CPS] ≥ 10)
as determined by PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharmDx test [117]. In this study, 847 patients were
randomized to chemotherapy with or without Pembrolizumab. After a median follow up
of 26 months, patients with CPS ≥ 10 (38% of the ITT population) had a median PFS of 9.7
months with Pembrolizumab vs. 5.6 months with placebo (HR = 0.65, 95% CI = 0.49–0.86,
p = 0·0012). However, median PFS was not significantly improved among patients with
CPS≥ 1 or ITT population. Grade 3–5 treatment-related adverse event rates were 68% with
Pembrolizumab vs. 67% with placebo. A key strength in this study is that in addition to
patients who had de novo metastatic disease, this study included patients with early recurrences (relapsed at ≥ 6 months from their early-stage therapy), which is a rather common scenario in TNBC. Moreover, it highlighted the ability of Pembrolizumab to work
with paclitaxel as well as nab-paclitaxel.
Based on these data, the majority (86%) of the panellists voted for Atezolizumab + nabpaclitaxel or Pembrolizumab + chemotherapy as a preferred option over standard chemotherapy in
the first-line setting for unresectable locally advanced/mTNBC expressing PD-L1 (PDL-1 ≥ 1%
for Atezolizumab or CPS ≥ 10 for Pembrolizumab), while only 14% felt that it could be used in any
line of therapy, hopefully extrapolating the beneficial clinical effect to subsequent lines, in spite of
the lack of supporting clinical evidence. Moreover, for the first-line immunotherapy, 58% of the
panellists did not prefer one over the other (Atezolizumab/Pembrolizumab), as no head-to-head
comparison, while 22% preferred Atezolizumab + nab-paclitaxel, owing to the absolute survival
improvement of 7.5 months in the PD-L1+ population (≥ 1%) and 20% favored Pembrolizumab in
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PD-L1+ (CPS ≥10), weighing the longer follow up study and that it can be combined with many
chemotherapeutic partners.
4.5.5. Immunotherapy in Subsequent Lines for PD-L1+, mTNBC
In the open-labelled phase III study "Keynote-119", 622 previously treated mTNBC
patients were randomized to Pembrolizumab monotherapy vs. single-agent chemotherapy. After 9.9 months, Pembrolizumab did not significantly improve PFS nor OS in patients with CPS ≥ 10 or CPS ≥ 1 or in the whole arm. However, in the exploratory analysis,
Pembrolizumab therapy effect increased as CPS increased, with median OS being 14.9
months vs. 12.5 months with Pembrolizumab vs. chemotherapy, respectively (HR = 0.58,
95% CI = 0.38–0.88), in patients with CPS ≥ 20 [118]. The panel uniformly agreed (93%) after
discussion that the role of Pembrolizumab in the subsequent lines of therapy in the metastatic setting is yet to be defined and needs more evidence to be validated
4.5.6. PD-L1 Testing in Unresectable Locally Advanced/mTNBC
In the IMpassion130 trial, representative tumour specimens (paraffin-embedded archival or fresh pre-treatment relapsed-disease tumour tissue) were evaluated by central
testing of PD-L1 expression using SP142 IHC assay, Ventana Medical Systems. Patients
were stratified based on PD-L1 expression on tumour-infiltrating immune cells as a percentage of tumour area (<1% [PD-L1−] vs. ≥1% [PD-L1+]) according to the scoring system
described by Vennapusa et al. [119]. The concordance of SP142 with two other commonly
used PD-L1 IHC assays and their ability to predict clinical activity of Atezolizumab were
analyzed in an exploratory post hoc analysis. Available samples from IMpassion130 (614
patients in the ITT population, 68%) were evaluated for PD-L1 status using SP142 or SP263
IHC assays (SP142 or SP263 positive = ≥ 1%) or 22C3 assay (22C3 positive = CPS ≥ 1) in a
central laboratory. The prevalence of PD-L1+ was 46%, 75% and 81% with SP142, SP263
and 22C3 assays, respectively. The overall percentage agreement of SP142 with SP263 and
22C3 was 69% and 64%, respectively. Intriguingly, the benefit in PFS and OS from the
addition of Atezolizumab in SP142−/SP263+ or SP142−/22C3+ subgroups was smaller than
in SP142+ group [120]. These data reinforced the use of the SP142 assay for PD-L1 testing
to define PD-L1−positive status adopted in the IMpassion130 trial when selecting patients
with advanced TNBC who will obtain the greatest benefit from adding Atezolizumab to
standard first-line chemotherapy. Based on these data, the panel agreed with a consensus (93%)
that Atezolizumab plus nab-paclitaxel should be offered for unresectable locally advanced/mTNBC
patients after PD-L1 testing to identify the PD-L1+ population. Furthermore, if Atezolizumab is
planned, the panel (94%) confirmed that PD-L1 should be tested using the Ventana SP142 IHC
on the tumoural immune cells and that the cut-off value for PD-L1 positivity is 1%. On the contrary, if Pembrolizumab is planned, the panel (93%) acknowledged PD-L1 testing by 22C3 pharmDx test as demonstrated in the Keynote 355, with the cutoff of CPS ≥ 10 [117].
4.5.7. Germline Mutant BRCA1/2 mTNBC
Platinum chemotherapies (carboplatin/cisplatin) were considered the preferred
agents for treating mTNBC with gBRCA1/2 mutation based on the concept of inability to
repair the platinum induced DNA damage [121,122]. In the phase III "TNT trial" [123], 376
patients with mTNBC were randomized to receive carboplatin or docetaxel in the firstline setting. There was no statistically significant difference in the overall response rate
(ORR) with carboplatin or docetaxel (31.4% vs. 34%, respectively; p = 0.66) or survival
improvement in the overall population. However, patients with gBRCA mutation (n = 43)
showed significantly better response to carboplatin than to docetaxel (ORR = 68% vs.
33.3%, p = 0.03). Moreover, PFS was improved with carboplatin (6.8 vs. 4.4 months; p =
0.002), although no difference in OS was observed with any of the agents. Two recent
studies evaluated the benefit of PARP inhibitors in gBRCA mutant advanced BC showing
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efficacy with tolerable side effects, which led to their FDA approval in 2018. The OlympiAD study [124] enrolled 302 patients with gBRCA mutant, HER2− metastatic BC who
had received ≤2 metastatic lines of chemotherapy. Patients were randomized to Olaparib
or treatment of physician’s choice (TPC). Median PFS was significantly longer in the
Olaparib group vs. TPC (7.0 vs. 4.2 months, HR = 0.58, p < 0.001). After a median follow
up of 25.8 months, there was no observed difference in OS, and the HR for OS was 0.5 in
the pre-specified subgroup with no prior chemotherapy for metastatic BC. The EMBRACA trial [125,126] was a phase III trial that enrolled 431 participants with gBRCA mutant, HER2− advanced BC who received ≤3 metastatic lines of chemotherapy. Patients
were randomized to Talazoparib or TPC, with significant improvement in median PFS
with Talazoparib compared to TPC (8.6 vs. 5.6 months). Specifically among TNBC patients, PFS was significantly higher with Talazoparib than TPC (HR = 0.60, p = 0.007). Soon
after the consensus meeting was held, the OS update of the EMBRACA was presented at
ASCO 2020, showing that Talazoparib did not improve OS significantly [127]. It should
be noted that the ORR was doubled with PARP inhibitors (60% vs. 29% with Olaparib vs.
TPC and 62% vs. 27% with Talazoparib vs. TPC, respectively). Moreover, the median time
to response was comparable with PARP inhibitors to chemotherapy, being similar in both
arms of OlympiAD trial (1.5 months), and 2.6 vs. 1.7 months with Talazoparib vs. TPC,
respectively, which highlights PARP inhibitors as an appealing alternative to chemotherapy when rapid response is needed in patients with a high burden of disease. Worth mentioning that PARP inhibitors were introduced as a 1st line therapy in 29% and 39% of the
patients in the OlympiAD and EMBRACA studies, respectively.
Based on the mentioned data, there was a split of voting due to the lack of data regarding the
most efficacious sequencing of systemic therapy agents in gBRCA mutant mTNBC or trials comparing PARP inhibitors vs. platinum in the first or subsequent lines of therapy in this group of
patients; taking into account the comparable ORR and PFS results recorded by both the carboplatin
in TNT trial and PARP inhibitors in OlympiAD and EMBRACA studies. For gBRCA1/2 mutant
mTNBC, 66% of the panel preferred a platinum or PARP inhibitor to be incorporated early in the
treatment, 22% voted that the most efficacious sequencing has yet to be defined and 12% supported
anthracyclines and taxanes to be the mainstay of therapy. For carboplatin, 42% of the panellists
preferred its use in the first line for gBRCA mutant mTNBC, while 58% recommended it in subsequent lines of therapy only. For Olaparib, 69% of the panellists voted that it could be the preferred
option in any line of therapy, while 31% recommended it in subsequent lines of therapy only. For
Talazoparib, 72% of the panel also stated that it could be a preferred option in any line of therapy,
while 28% recommended it in subsequent lines of therapy only.
In the setting of combining PARP inhibitors with platinum, the BROCADE 3 trial
randomized 509 patients with gBRCA mutant HER2− advanced BC who received ≤2 metastatic lines of chemotherapy to receive carboplatin and paclitaxel with or without Veliparib. Median PFS was 14.1 months vs. 12.3 months, respectively (HR = 0.71, p = 0.002) [128].
To date, Veliparib is still not FDA-approved, which supported the decision of a vast majority (86%)
of the panellists not to consider Veliparib as an option for subsequent lines of therapy for gBRCA
mutant mTNBC until the presence of mature data to support its use.
4.5.8. PD-L1−/wBRCA or No Testing Done for mTNBC
The roles of anthracyclines and taxanes in the first-line metastatic setting for treatment of mTNBC are well known [129], either as single or combination regimens. While
single agents are generally preferred due to better quality of life, chemotherapy combinations are used when a higher response rate is needed for significantly symptomatic patients and those with high tumour burden as recommended by international guidelines
[130]. However, the value of platinum in non-mutant BRCA mTNBC patients needs validation [122]. In the TNT study, as previously mentioned, carboplatin was better tolerated
but not more active than docetaxel in terms of ORR, PFS or OS in the whole population.
Remember that the subgroup of gBRCA mutant patients who gained benefit by the addition of platinum represented only 11% (43/376) of the whole population [123]. Regarding
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the most efficacious sequencing of chemotherapy agents for mTNBC with PDL1−/wBRCA or if no
testing was done, 50% of the panel stated that it has yet to be defined, 30% recommended early
incorporation of anthracyclines/taxanes in the patient’s treatment course and 20% supported using
platinum as the first-line regimen. In case that a single-agent chemotherapy will be used in the first
line, 35% preferred paclitaxel or nab-paclitaxel or docetaxel, 10% voted for carboplatin, 10% for
anthracyclines and 45% defined that no specified single agent is preferred in the first-line. Nevertheless, if a combination chemotherapy will be used in the first line, 60% voted for paclitaxel or
nab-paclitaxel/carboplatin as the preferred regimen, while 20% recommended gemcitabine/carboplatin and 20% encouraged starting with anthracycline/cyclophosphamide in first-line, if not
previously received. For subsequent lines, no preferred chemotherapy regimen was identified and
enrolment in clinical trials is encouraged (75%). Figure 2 represents the treatment algorithm proposed for metastatic TNBC.
4.5.9. Eribulin for mTNBC with PD-L1−/wBRCA or No Testing Done
In a pooled analysis of two phase III studies evaluating eribulin in patients previously treated with anthracyclines and taxanes [131], 1864 patients were randomized to
eribulin or chemotherapy. In TNBC patients (n = 428, 23%), median OS was 12.9 vs. 8.2
months with eribulin vs. chemotherapy, respectively (HR = 0.74, 95 % C I= 0.60–0.92). In
patients with PDL1−/wBRCA mTNBC or who were not tested, 75% of the panel experts believed
that eribulin is a preferred subsequent line of therapy after prior anthracyclines and taxanes.
4.5.10. AR-Directed Therapy in AR+ mTNBC
As approximately 10–40% of TNBC tumours express AR, it seems like an attractive
target for therapy [25,26]. In mTNBC, the anti-tumour activity of AR-directed therapy is
still under evaluation, with preliminary data [22–24] showing modest clinical benefit. The
majority of the panel (79%) agreed that AR-directed therapies are not recommended for the management of mTNBC outside clinical trials.
4.5.11. The Drug Conjugate “Sacituzumab Govitecan” for Pretreated mTNBC
Sacituzumab govitecan is a novel antibody–drug conjugate that comprises an antiTrop-2 antibody coupled to SN-38, the active metabolite of irinotecan, enabling the intracellular release of SN-38 along with bystander effects within the tumour microenvironment. The accelerated approval by the FDA for the use of sacituzumab in relapsed or refractory mTNBC in April 2020 was based on the results of a phase 2 study, then the results
of the open-label, phase III, “ASCENT trial” [132] was presented. The study compared
sacituzumab with single-agent TPC (capecitabine, eribulin, vinorelbine or gemcitabine) in
468 patients with relapsed/refractory mTNBC after ≥2 prior chemotherapies for metastatic
disease. Median PFS and OS were significantly longer with sacituzumab (5.6 vs. 1.7
months, HR = 0.4, p < 0.0001) and (12.1 vs. 6.7 months, HR = 0.48, p < 0.0001), respectively,
with a manageable safety profile. Accordingly, a consensus was reached by the panel (86%),
preferring sacituzumab over chemotherapy after ≥2 prior chemotherapies for metastatic disease.
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Figure 2. The treatment algorithm for metastatic TNBC according to subtype.

5. Conclusions
The BGICC consensus has covered many important aspects of TNBC management,
starting from defining TNBC tumours to the management of metastatic TNBC. Table 4
illustrates the levels of evidence and grades of recommendation of the consensus statements. A consensus was reached regarding the role of NAT in early TNBC with the incorporation of platinum suggested in some settings; the loco-regional management, including the use of hypo-fractionated regimens; tailoring adjuvant therapy according to the
residual disease after NAT; and the role of platinum-based chemotherapy and immunotherapy in the management of advanced TNBC. Many areas for future research were identified including the role of androgen-receptor-targeted therapy, the predictive value of
tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes and Ki-67 and their role in tailoring treatment, the role
of platinum-based chemotherapy in the neo-adjuvant setting and the role of anti PD-L1
treatment in the management of early and advanced TNBC.
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Table 4. Levels of evidence and grades of recommendation of the consensus meeting statements.

Statements
TNBC disease is defined as HER2− with ER and PR expression <1%.
HER2− and ER/PR expression between 1–10% tumours would be
treated clinically as TNBC, being not eligible to receive endocrine therapy as a monotherapy.
Germline BRCA mutation testing for TNBC patients is indicated if diagnosed at ≤60 years or with strong family history in order to plan for genetic counselling and risk reduction measures for the patient and her
family.
Androgen receptor (AR) reporting has no current role in TNBC management plan and should be reported in TNBC cases for research purposes only.
TILs reporting has no current role in standard of care of TNBC and
should be reported for research purposes only. If reported, it should be
according to the International Working Group Criteria, 2014, on the
stromal +/− intra-tumoural immune cells.
Ki67 has no evident role in the current standard of care of TNBC and
should be reported for research purposes only.
It is mandatory to repeat hormonal receptors and HER2 assessment after neo-adjuvant treatment in TNBC patients with any residual disease.
Capturing any overexpression of these markers avoids missing any opportunity of adjuvant therapy.
If HER2 assessment by IHC changed to HER2+ after neo-adjuvant treatment in TNBC, it is preferred to offer adjuvant anti-HER2 therapy.
For early TNBC cases (cT1–2N0), mastectomy is not the preferred surgery for the ipsilateral breast, if the patient is eligible for BCT.
For gBRCA1/2 mutant early TNBC, the surgical option for the ipsilateral
breast is controversial, if the patient is eligible for BCT.
For gBRCA1/2 mutant early TNBC patients, risk reduction contralateral
mastectomy is advised. Taking into account, the patients’ age, stage,
preference and risk of developing contralateral BC, rather than doctor’s
recommendation solely.
TNBC biology per se is not an absolute indication for postoperative radiation therapy after mastectomy for all pT1–2 N0 TNBC cases.
Hypo-fractionation regimens can be considered for both early and advanced TNBC cases.
It is preferred to offer radiation therapy boost to tumour bed for all
cases of TNBC after lumpectomy.
After upfront surgery for pT1–3 N0 TNBC, offering regional nodal irradiation is based on the clinico-pathological features including but not
limited to TNBC biology only, such as LVI and high grade.
After mastectomy for pN1 (1–3 + LNs) TNBC, regional nodal irradiation
is preferred.
The preferred local management for the axilla for TNBC patients with
Z-0011 criteria is controversial.
There is no preference regarding the timing of reconstruction (immediate vs. delayed) after breast surgery for TNBC.

Percentage of Level of
Grade of
Consensus Evidence Recommendation
Votes
(LOE)
(GOR)
85.5%
I
A
61.5%

IV

C

67%

II

B

77%

II

B

44%

II

A

70%

II

A

75%

III

A

92.6%

Expert
opinion

A

100%

IV

A

100%

IV

C

69%

IV

C

91.6%

IV

C

87%

II

B

58%

IV

B

86%

II

B

76%

I

B

100%

II

B

68%

II

B
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For early-stage TNBC (cT2–3 N0); NAT is preferred over upfront surgery (regardless of the planned surgery type).
For early-stage TNBC (cT2–3 N1); NAT is preferred over upfront surgery (regardless of the planned surgery type).
NAT regimens for TNBC are preferred to be administered for 6–8 cycles.
Adding platinum to the standard anthracyclines/taxanes NAT regimen
is preferred especially with stage II–III TNBC and if suboptimal tumour
response was achieved following anthracyclines.
De-escalating the neo-adjuvant chemotherapy in TNBC by offering a
short, anthracycline-free, taxane/platinum regimen only, for early responders (response adapted approach, ADAPT-TN trial), is not preferred.
A carboplatin-including regimen is preferred in the NAT setting for
gBRCA1/2 mutant TNBC.
A carboplatin-including regimen is not preferred in the NAT setting for
wBRCA1/2 TNBC
No mature data yet to support the use of Pembrolizumab or Atezolizumab in the NAT setting for early TNBC.
Capecitabine (6–8 cycles) is the preferred adjuvant therapy in case of
absence of pCR after NAT (anthracyclines/taxanes) for TNBC.
In the presence of pCR after NAT (anthracylines /taxanes) for TNBC, no
further adjuvant systemic therapy is advised.
Adjuvant chemotherapy for pT1a N0 TNBC can be omitted safely.
Adjuvant chemotherapy for pT1b N0 TNBC is preferred.
After upfront surgery, for stage I TNBC, the preferred adjuvant regimen is 6 cycles anthracyclines/taxanes.
After upfront surgery, for stage II–III TNBC, the preferred adjuvant regimen is 6–8 cycles anthracyclines/taxanes.
Dose dense AC-T regimen is a preferred one over standard regimen (/3
wks) in the adjuvant setting for stage II–III TNBC.
If TNBC case developed metastasis, tissue biopsy and testing for ER,
PR, HER2, PDL-1/ germline BRCA mutations are recommended.
After complete resection of isolated loco-regional recurrence (LRR) in
non-metastatic TNBC, chemotherapy is recommended for 3–6 months.
Metastatic TNBC disease (mTNBC) is a heterogeneous disease and
should be categorized as the following: 1) PD-L1+ mTNBC, 2) gBRCA
mutant mTNBC, 3) PD-L1−/wBRCA mTNBC or no testing done.
Atezolizumab + nab-paclitaxel or Pembrolizumab + chemotherapy are
preferred options over standard chemotherapy in the first-line setting
for unresectable locally advanced/mTNBC expressing PD-L1 (PDL-1 ≥
1% for Atezolizumab or CPS ≥ 10 for Pembrolizumab).
For the 1st-line immunotherapy for PDL1+ mTNBC, no preference for
one over the other (Atezolizumab/Pembrolizumab) as no head-to-head
comparison.
No mature data yet to support the use of Pembrolizumab in the subsequent lines in the metastatic setting of TNBC.
Atezolizumab plus nab-paclitaxel should be offered for unresectable locally advanced/mTNBC patients after PD-L1 testing to identify the PDL1+ population.
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If Atezolizumab is planned, PD-L1 should be tested using the Ventana
SP142 IHC on the tumoural immune cells, with the cut-off value for
PD-L1 positivity is 1%.
If Pembrolizumab is planned, PD-L1 should be tested by 22C3 pharmDx test, with the cut-off of CPS ≥ 10.
For gBRCA1/2 mutant mTNBC, a platinum or PARP inhibitor should be
incorporated early in the treatment course.
No mature data yet to support the use of Veliparib in the metastatic setting of TNBC.
For mTNBC with PD-L1−/wBRCA or no testing done, the most efficacious sequencing of chemotherapy agents has yet to be defined.
For mTNBC with PD-L1−/wBRCA or no testing done, paclitaxel or nabpaclitaxel/carboplatin are preferred as a combination regimen.
For mTNBC with PD-L1−/wBRCA or no testing done, no preferred
chemotherapy regimen in subsequent lines and enrolment in clinical trials is encouraged.
For mTNBC with PD-L1−/wBRCA or no testing done, eribulin is a preferred subsequent line of therapy after prior anthracyclines and taxanes.
In AR+ mTNBC, AR-directed therapy is not recommended for the management of mTNBC outside clinical trials.
Sacituzumab govitecan is preferred over chemotherapy after ≥ 2 prior
chemotherapies for mTNBC.
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I

A

93%

I

A
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I

A

86%

II

C

75%

II
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Bold: Keeping it bold is prefered to highlight the statements with consensus reached.
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